This is how we create a safe and pleasant campus together

Cooperate with each other to ensure a safe environment for everyone on campus.

Be well-prepared before visiting any faculty by checking your location and schedule at mytimetable.tudelft.nl.

WEAR FACE MASKS when traveling with public transport. These are mandatory and you can get fined if you don’t.

Keep 1.5 METER distance everywhere at all times.

You will need your campus card to access and exit your building. Remember to have it on you at all times.

Please be ON TIME for the start of the planned activity and go to the specific location immediately.

Please follow the WALKING ROUTES that are marked with arrows. There is one-way traffic in various places.

During breaks, be mindful of the walking routes and minimize your movements in the building.

Check the adjusted opening hours of the Library to borrow and return books and collect readers.

To use the VR ZONE in the Library send an e-mail to VR-Zone-lib@tudelft.nl.

Only a few CATERING facilities are open on campus. Click here to check which ones.

STUDY PLACES are restricted to those with urgent needs and can only be arranged via a study advisor.

TAKE THE STAIRS if you can: the elevators are reserved for disabled people and freight transport.

Before you take part in different activities at X, check their timetable.

We are very happy to see you!